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AMS CONTROLS RELEASES ECLIPSE PRO PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT SOLUTION SOFTWARE
Web-based mobile-capable software increases shop floor visibility and efficiency
[St. Louis, Missouri, September 13, 2018] AMS Controls is pleased to announce the release of Eclipse Pro
Production Management Solution software for roll forming and metal folding operations.
AMS Controls President Andy Allman said, “Today’s manufacturers need today’s data, today. Not tomorrow.
Eclipse Pro uses real-time data to so manufacturers gain better insight and visibility into what actually happens
on their production floor on a daily basis.”
Eclipse Pro combines the ease and accessibility of the internet with the strength of real-time data to help
manufacturers accomplish more in less time. Eclipse Pro comes equipped with at-a-glance dashboards, easy
drag-and-drop scheduling, alerts, accurate production timelines, convenient wallboard displays, coil warehouse
app and intuitive analysis tools.
Patrick Akins, a beta tester from CEMCO in Fort Worth, Texas, said, “Eclipse Pro is easy to understand and has
well-organized screen formatting, which places complex data within the reach of non-technical users. With
Eclipse Pro, we can involve the entire production team, from machine operators to general managers in our
process improvement programs.”
According to Allman, Eclipse Pro was designed to serve as a manufacturer’s virtual assistant: an assistant that is
consistently monitoring and reporting what’s happening on the factory floor.
“Ultimately it’s about making the company more profitable,” said Akins. “Better data leads to more effective process
improvement programs that reduce waste and optimizes run time. That’s what Eclipse Pro does for us.”
Eclipse Pro will launch at METALCON 2018, in Charlotte, NC, on October 10-12, 2018.

About AMS Controls
AMS Controls has a complete production management system to optimize the manufacturing of panels, purlins,
trim, studs, and more. Since 1977, AMS Controls has sold 13,000+ controllers worldwide.
Industry leaders have chosen AMS Controls’ complete production management system to optimize the
manufacturing of roll forming cut-to-length panels, purlins, trim, studs and structural products. Our solutions
can be used with any brand of roll former or folder to effortlessly eliminate mistakes, manage coil inventory and
track production.
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